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In 2015 Indonesia has adopted Sustainable Development Agenda, which 

includes 17 sets agenda called "Sustainable Development Goals" (SDGs). Port as 

part of national logistics system and part of sustainable development, must be able 

to adapt and adopt the agenda a number of SDGs. Based on author's observation 

regarding the agenda of SDGs and seaport, it is found a close relationship between 

the agendas of SDGs and port development, obtained at least 7 (seven) items of 17 

agendas related to port and SDGs. Prior to the agenda SDGs ports around the 

world, also has taken steps harbor development (sustainable port development) 

with the idea of greenport/ecoport. This is done in order to face the obstacles 

related to the declining quality of the environment around the working area of the 

harbor. Port as one chain activities important logistics required to continue the 

operate services in world trade is increasing, but in order to maintain the 

sustainability of logistics processes, especially maritime logistics (port services), 

the port should be able to adapt to changes in the world with reference to the 

concept sustanability port development/greenport.  

This study aims to analyse key indicators in the development of greenport in 

Indonesia, especially the Cigading Port and analyze the priority of the 

development strategy of greenport of Cigading Port as a case study. This study 

uses a benchmarking analysis to determine key indicators of greenport and AHP-

pairwise comparison analysis to determine the priority development of greenport 

the Cigading Port. Results of the analysis showed that the key indicators in the 

development of greenport is operational, financial and environmental aspects, of 

each of these aspects was found subfactors and indicators that influence the 

development of greenport. Furthermore, from the results of benchmarking and the 

development plan of the Cigading Port with AHP-pairwise comparison showed 

that the amount of priority to operational, finance and the environment aspects 

have the same priority value to reach greenport standard.  

Priority of strategy for greenport development Port of Cigading are (1) 

operational aspects include port development (0,43) with a focus on two 

development there are (a) development of other business (0,36): integrated 

warehouse (IWH) and container terminal and (b) port information system (0,36), 

(2) financial aspects, namely improved financial performance (internal) (0,76) 

with the increased focus on profitability (0,51), and (3) environmental aspects of 

waste management (0,38) with the focus on reception facilities development and 

utilization (0,77). 
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